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EVERY MAN NEEDS THIS BOOK! Each year, a lot more than 200,00 American men are
diagnosed with prostate tumor. The good news is that more males are being cured of this
disease than ever before.. Janet Farrar Worthington is an award-winning science writer..a must-
read for ladies, men, and households. Learn: What causes prostate cancer--your risk
elements, including heredity, diet, and environment How some simple changes in what you
eat and lifestyle might help prevent or delay the disease Why the digital rectal examination
and PSA test can save your valuable life--and when to obtain these tests The latest treatment
options: from Dr.. "The best book on the No. 1 men's disease in the globe...should be in every
man's home." --USA Today "Comforting, encouraging. Today in a revised second edition, this
lifesaving guideline by Dr." --Elizabeth Dole "Dr. Providing you another opinion from the
world's top specialists in surgery, pathology, urology, and radiation and medical oncology, this
book can help you determine the best plan for you. Prostate cancers is normally a different
disease in every man--which means that the proper treatment varies for each man..tells you
all you need to know.." --Washington Post Patrich C.Very current... Walsh's "nerve-sparing"
radical prostatectomy to brand-new radiation techniques, laparoscopic techniques, and new
medications that are revolutionizing treatment of advanced cancers The most effective
options for keeping continence and potency after treatment.. Walsh was honored as the 2007
National Physician of the Year for Clinical Excellence by Americas Top Doctors. Walsh is
widely regarded as the country's finest prostate doctor. Walsh, MD, the world's foremost
authority on prostate cancer, is the Distinguished Program Professor of Urology at the Brady
Urological Institute of the The Johns Hopkins Medical Establishments in Baltimore, Maryland.
Dr.thoroughgoing primer on the disease, filled with accessible but detailed explanations.
Patrick Walsh and ard-winning science writer Janet Farrar Worthington offers a message of
hope to every guy facing this illness.
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Information is power.4 therefore i decided to defer surgery (I am 66 years young).. Dr Patrick
Walsh : The Definitive Source For someone who was just diagnosed with prostate cancer, this
book answered the questions I forgot to ask my urologist after the biopsy.Get this book and
inform yourself about the demon known as prostate cancer. Do not play--"Macho Man"--with
your Prostate! I'm 68 years aged with a family group history with the disease.!Reads just like a
medical college course in prostate cancer.Even though it's a big publication, the author has
managed to get extremely understandable for the normal layman. Even though there are
medical terms used in the publication they are explained where anybody can understand
what Dr. The just drawback may be the fact that it's written by surgeons and seems to have a
specific bias in direction of medical procedures over radiation.As a person with active prostate
cancer, Dr. As an MD and now one finding out I have stage 4 prostate cancer, (T1c N1 M0) this
reserve is invaluable. I assure you--if you purchase--"Surviving Prostate Malignancy"--you
could have made among the best investments of your life! Learn about the "beast" and what
functions to kill it. Kill the beast and live life. My free PSA was over 15. Great book! That is also
explained in publication with tables and facts. If you browse the sections on radiation, for
example, the writing style changes noticeably, indicating that those parts had been written by
someone apart from Dr Walsh who are experts for the reason that field. .!!? Dr Walsh's book
has ended 600 web pages!!This book is too detailed--to attempt any kind of summary of its
contents. Walsh's book: on web page 61--I received one of the greatest revelations of my
entire life: "The men probably to have Prostate Cancer--are Black men in Atlanta,Ga! The
publication is perfectly organized and speaks in layman's language.? Got I waited for my PSA
to go over 4, I'd be seriously ill , terminal, as this tumor will not create PSA and by Gleason
rating, highly aggressive. This book covers from the 1st PSA test, through different examining,
scoring and grading of the tumor, different treatment options, and what things to expect from
the simplest to the most complicated.? This publication convinced me - without hesitation - to
obtain a second opinion of my biopsy results from Dr. Today I live in Texas and the latest
Biopsy there is no trace of malignancy. Patrick Walsh can be a pioneer in the diagnosis and
treatment of prostate cancer tumor. Bar none!There is a collaborator--Janet
Worthington--who isn't a Urologist--but a writer: Ms.! Walsh's publication in a
style/language--so that the average indivdual would be able to understand medical
language--that would in any other case be difficult to adequately comprehend. Every
man--and especially every Dark guy should read Dr.Information is power and ignorance is
dangerous.! Perform not--I beg you--make excuses for not purchasing a copy of this
book--immediately--it could save your valuable life! Worthington--took the duty of writing Dr.
From a patients view. Walsh helps to take the mystery from the subject, completely explains
all of the options that are available and helps it be less scary (if that is feasible). Consider it
your second opinion. I believe a brand-new edition has turn out recently, and that means you
should search for that. The reserve outlines diagnosis, work up, who should be followed, and
who should undergo biopsies. Dr Walsh outlines therapies per stage. Walsh can be a surgeon.
If your urologist hesitates before referring you to 1, you might like to consider a different
urologist. I got 1 node positive,found post op, regardless of the unfavorable pre op build up
and this is curable, or will expand my life 10-15 years! Get surgery ( if needed) at a center of
excellence, & most of all, research your facts and have a high urologist. My Urologist
mentioned that he was giving me a book to read: I immediately assumed--a booklet or
something not really exceeding 100 web pages! The women most likely to have Breasts
Cancer--are White females in--San Francisco, CA?! Still the first spot to go, but not really the



only one. Others have written of this in their reviews, but I wish to add my voice to that
chorus:Dr. It is a bit technical for lay people, but really worth reading. For me, his publication
covered everything I needed and wished to know. That is fine, but guys have to know that
there are other options. This book gives just passing consideration to non-surgical treatments.
In 2012--I was diagnosed with Prostate Cancer. I understand this, as Dr Walsh offers less
experience with those treatments. To his credit, he gives acknowledgement to many
colleagues for those sections.Before signing up for surgery, see a radiation oncologist. Usually
do not trust a PSA, request also for a PHI.All having said that, This book continues to be a go-
to resource for prostate cancer info. Still taking Noticed Palmetto and I don't brain getting up
occasionally in the center of the night time. There are actually what I took to end up being
contradictions, with one chapter saying "do not get this treatment because it fails" with other
chapters saying "here's how you get this treatment". Most guys will, like me, browse lots and
lots of articles once they obtain that "you possess prostate malignancy" diagnosis. This book
must be read for sure, though it could most likely use a fresh revision.I am not really likely to
advocate any particular treatment. After all, I'm just a patient. Reed this book before you
consent to surgery I had an initial Biopsy in 2015 and it returned positive (1 sample out of 12). A
Must Browse for Anyone Coping with Prostate Cancer An excellent publication for anyone
who has Prostate Cancer or their family who wish to know more about the disease and the
many treatments available to deal with it.I would recommend the printed book over the
ebook, then you can certainly draw it off the shelf in case you have any queries.. That was 2
years ago.! It undergoes a description of the Prostate itself and its own purpose, diagnosing
and staging of the condition, the various options for coping with it and the effects of surgery
and radiation. It appears to alternate between a hopeful and hopeless tone, that i found
confusing sometimes. That's better than the chance of surgery - and there are dangers..! They
are substantiated medical realities--although the reason(s) were not mentioned! Walsh at
Johns Hopkins. He was excellent in every method and set me direct on what direction to take
with my treatment.! The book should be obtainable for sale atlanta divorce attorneys
urologists office on earth.? Thorough and complete simply by a pioneer in prostate treatment
at Johns Hopkins Medical Institutions Dr.? He knows how to do prostate medical procedures.
Since this publication was written, there are undoubtedly developments and improvement in
treatments, but I found the background and supporting material in the book extremely
thorough, easy to read also to understand. The reserve has many good tables and illustrations.
It helped lead me to cure plan that was right for me. Highly recommended as a stand-only
and as a health supplement other resources of information. Based on what I browse,I visited
Johns Hopkins and fulfilled with them. Am pleased I wait. An excellent informative book!! This
is an excellent book if you are researching your alternatives with prostate cancer. It's by
authors from John's Hopkins which really is a major center for prostate malignancy treatment.
Walsh is talking about. When I acquired through with it I felt very well informed on surgical
choices (A+) and just a little less well informed on the radiation options (perhaps a B+ because
of this aspect). Information on unwanted effects of treatment Very informative but just a little
dated Five Stars ok Excellent and readable publication to complete the process! I've a
fantastic urologist who told me to read this reserve as my PSA's are normal with active cancer.
Five Stars Everything you want to learn if you or a loved one is coping with prostate tumor. I
recommend the book. We bought the most recent version of the book, following a recent
prostate cancer diagnosis. Very readable.? My suggestions is only read up to the point you
need, since it is usually more than you need to get through the first few steps. I understand we



have a fantastic reference to go back to as time goes by. When a friend heard bout the
analysis, he brought over the same publication! We recommend the book
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